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QUESTION 1

What minimum size of block volume with Balanced performance tier maximizes throughput for large files? 

A. 10TB 

B. 1TB 

C. 32TB 

D. 100GB 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What does the Terasort phase of the Terasort benchmark do? 

A. It maps and reduces source data in a parallel manner, leveraging data locality to minimize network transfer. 

B. It randomly maps source data and reduces output to a smaller data set, 

C. It maps and reduces one terabyte of data into a smaller data set. 

D. It randomly maps source data and increases output to a bigger data set. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an HPC cluster running tightly coupled MPI jobs without VPN or Fast Connect. The compute nodes are on
subnet2(172.16.1.0/24), and there is a BM.Dense.I02.8 on subnet1 (172-16.0.0/24) that will serve as a bastion and file
server. 

What security lists should you choose to be able to run the workloads while limiting access as possible? 

A. Subnet1: 0.0.0.0 for TCP port 22, subnet 1 and 2: 172.16.0.0/23 for all protocols 

B. Subnet1: 0.0.0.0 for all protocols, subnet2: 172.16.0-0/16 for all protocols 

C. Subnet1: 172.16.1.0/24 for port 22, subnet2: 172.16.1.0/24 for all protocols 

D. Subnet1: 0.0.0.0 for TCP port 27, subnet 7: 172.16.0.0/16 for TCP port 22 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

When an instance pool scales in, what is the correct order that the instances are terminated? 
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A. The number of instances is balanced across availability domains, the oldest instance within the fault domain is
terminated, the number of instances Is balanced across fault domains. 

B. The number of instances is balanced across availability domains, the number of instances is balanced across fault
domains, the oldest instance within the fault domain is terminated. 

C. The oldest instance within the fault domain is terminated, the number of instances is balanced across availability
domains, the number of instances is balanced across fault domains. 

D. The number of instances is balanced across fault domains, the number of instances is balanced across fault
domains, the oldest instance within the fault domain is terminated. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are building a RDMA cluster on a private network with 10000 cores. What CIDR will work in the VCN:
172.16.0.0/16? 

A. 172.16.32.0/23 

B. 10.0.1.0/23 

C. 172.16.32,0/16 

D. 10.0.1.0/24 

Correct Answer: A 
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